Bosch Natural Stone Tile Bits provide a multigrind head with multiple edges, designed for harder natural stone tile material. These bits will last longer, and the precision ground tips provide 20 percent faster cutting than standard glass and tile bits. These bits were specially manufactured with high-quality carbide designed for harder material.

Optimal for (Trades)
- Concrete/Masonry
- Exterior Maintenance or Repair
- Plumbing
- Remodeler

Bosch Value
- Excellent Performance in Natural Stone
- Multi-Grind Technology
- Robust Carbide Head

Model | Description | Case Type | Contents
---|---|---|---
NS100 | 1/8 in. | Plastic Box | 1/8 in.
NS200 | 3/16 in. | Plastic Box | 3/16 in.
NS300 | 1/4 in. | Plastic Box | 1/4 in.
NS400 | 5/16 in. | Plastic Box | 5/16 in.
NS600 | 1/2 in. | Plastic Box | 1/2 in.

User Scenarios
- “I am drilling into a wider array of harder material tile”
- “I am frustrated with the speed, life and usability in delicate applications”
- “I do not like the high cost of diamond hole saws but I have no alternative”